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The housing defense is an ancient topic. But because our country present suitable 
criminal law has not made the stipulation regarding this, and to justifiable defense 
stipulation principle, so that handles the case when the judicial practice exists to the 
housing defends the human too to castigate. This article through to justifiable 
defense's elementary theory, and unifies to our country places on trial in the practice 
the judicial idea erroneous zone analysis to propose at present consummates the 
suggestion, causes our country's housing defense content science by the time, the 
system to be complete, and has the feasibility, thus better protection housing 
steadiness. 
The first chapter, first to the ancient and moderns in China and abroad law to the 
housing stipulation comparison, then to the criminal law theory about the housing 
type's discussion analysis, is clear about in the housing defense the place type.  
The second chapter, the discrimination justifiable defense's right nature, and 
several questions which argued to the theorists defines clearly.  
The third chapter, introduction various countries profit from the significance to 
the housing defense's legal protection pattern and to our country criminal activity 
legislation and the judicature.  
The fourth chapter, in concrete discussion housing defense unlawful attack 
judgment, defense time, preventive installations, defense intention and defense 
intensity five aspect questions, constructs the housing defense initially the 
fundamental rule.  
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